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To Sow or Not to Sow An Article of Interminable Length 

by John Stireman, ed WRGS 

Growing plants from seed is a learned skill, not something inherent in your genes. What 

differentiates success from failure is determination. 

Most enthusiastic gardeners eventually try their hand at growing plants from seed. Advice 

you find in books and from the Internet often makes the process sound so simple a six 

year old could do it. But frustration comes quickly when your new seedlings of the 

Wasatch Penstemon, Penstemon cyananthus, topple over from fungal disease, shrivel up after 

a single missed watering, or die a day after re-potting. Your enthusiasm evaporates. Why 

ever try again? 

What can happen if you get hooked on growing plants from seed. 
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Most gardeners eventually give up, preferring to buy a small number of ready to plant 

specimens from a nursery than repeat the failures of the past. They give up the idea of 

unusual plants and sweeping displays of native plants because what are mostly missing in 

that book and Internet advice are solutions for commonly encountered problems. In the 

following pages, I will walk through my approach to growing plants from seeds in the Salt 

Lake Valley, not that mine is a guaranteed formula for success – there simply isn’t one. 

And I will offer solutions for common problems. Better to know the pitfalls going in than 

beat yourself up if a pot full of penstemon seedlings die under your care. Mine will be 

more explicit than advice usually found in books and the Internet. I assume that the seed 

we are interested in is all of hardy species. 

There are several good reasons that should persuade you to grow from seed. A four dollar 

packet with 50 seeds of Penstemon cyananthus brings visions of dozens of the Wasatch 

native with stems of purest blue flowers in May. And for just four dollars. That’s less than 

you would pay for a single plant at a nursery... if you could find one. But cost savings is 

trivial compared with the immense satisfaction of watching that tiny penstemon seed 

embryo germinate and grow through the season and be planted out in the fall where 

petunias once flopped. Add to that the pleasure of giving away one of those precious 

seedlings to a friend. 

Arguments for Growing Your Own 

You are reading this because you are contemplating growing from seed. Although you may 

not require further persuasion, here are some good points to ponder: 

� Low cost. As I mentioned, you might grow fifty plants of Penstemon cyananthus for 

very little cost, enough blue to dazzle neighbors and any Utah Native Plant Society visitors. 

A garden in which plants of one species occur in small groups or repeat informally 

throughout a growing area is far more pleasing to the eye than a collection of species as 

single specimens. Think of Mother 

Nature’s mountain meadows, something 

we try to emulate but almost never get 

right. Purchasing a dozen of each species 

might be prohibitively expensive. 

� A huge diversity of seeds. Most rare 

and unusual plants are sold as seed only, 

including all but the commonest native 

flora. There are so many garden worthy 

species you will never lay eyes on unless 
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you grow them yourself. I especially enjoy the idea of sowing seed of Convolvulus tragacan-

thoides, collected the summer before in the Tien Shan, Kyrgyzstan or knowing my seed of 

Penstemon eriantherus v. redactus  ripened last summer in Custer Co., Idaho. 

� Trial and error. Planting a single specimen from a nursery will not determine the 

suitability of your garden for that species. If it dies, you might reason that it will not grow 

for you at all... ever. There are all sorts of reasons a plant might fail to thrive. The act of 

ripping potting medium from the roots and thrusting the thing into a radically different 

soil is hard on any plant and many of the best are not so tolerant of the change. You might 

have situated the plant where it is not adapted to grow, e.g. our penstemon species in wet, 

heavy soil or too much shade. Growing a good number of Penstemon cyananthus allows you 

to try out a variety of aspects, soil type and soil moisture throughout your garden and gives 

Repeating color and form is more pleasing and natural than a rigid garden of specimen 

plants. All of the plants seen here were grown from seed by the author. 
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you a chance to learn the cultivation 

requirements of the species. 

� The vigor of youth. Nurseries like 

to sell plants in large pots. You will pay 

$10 for a mature specimen of Penstemon 

cyananthus in a one gallon pot but balk at 

the same price for a three inch pot. Yet 

the plant in the three inch pot is more 

likely to establish easily and live longer. 

Within the loosened root mass of the 

larger specimen, there is usually too 

much organic mix remaining when 

planting that will decompose, leaving a 

void beneath the plant. P. cyananthus is not a long lived plant species to begin with and 

one that has flowered in a gallon nursery pot has passed its adolescence. What should be 

its best year of life is spent trying to establish in a radically new environment. A seedling in 

a three inch pot is still in its adaptive youth. 

� A rewarding endeavor. There is indeed a great deal of pleasure to be derived from 

growing your own garden plants and a lot of pride in self for having accomplished what 

few others are even attempting. Success is by no means absolute and, believe me, there will 

be failures. But success does come to the undaunted and, like anything else, improves with 

experience. I have read everything on the subject that I can get my hands on and have yet 

to find a surefire formula to completely avoid failures. Failure is part of skill making. 

My brother, Tony, and I have grown a great number of species from seed and, between the 

two of us and our many years of propagating plants (more than 40 for myself), have 

dumped many dozens of pots in which seeds failed to germinate and hundreds of pots of 

summer seedling fatalities. That sounds like ridiculous failure but our successes have 

hugely outweighed losses, filling our gardens with hundreds of new home-grown plants 

each year and leaving many more to give away. 

� The pleasure of giving. If you grow your own plants from seed, you will almost 

certainly end the growing season with more babies than you can possibly accommodate. 

Surplus plants make great gifts for encouraging other gardeners to experiment with new 

species or to become interested in native flora... possibly joining the Wasatch Rock 

Garden Society or Utah Native Plant Society. It is difficult to end a season of nurturing 

seedlings by throwing the excess to a compost heap when there are kind gardeners willing 
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to do you the favor of adopting them. It is easier to give a seedling away than to accept one 

with a smile. Your gift must be planted into weeded and carefully prepared soil, followed 

by weeks of close tending. 

Frustrations of  the Past 

Recurring frustrations over time can diminish the enthusiasm of a would-be propagator. I 

list some common problems here and offer solutions in detailed discussions that follow. 

�Seeds of rare and unusual plants are hard to find. 

�Seeds fail to germinate half the time. 

�The deadly damping-off fungus kills seedlings. 

�Seedlings die when introduced to sun and wind. 

�Seedlings die soon after transplanting to individual pots. 

�Individually potted seedlings die under summer’s duress. 

�There is no one to care for seedlings during an absence. 

Finding the Good Stuff 

While the thought of saving money is one incentive driving a gardener to grow from seed, 

it is more often boredom with the never-changing offerings of local nurseries, the desire to 

grow hard to find native species, the ambition to specialize, or simply a passion for all 

things botanical. Whichever the case, you will need a good source of seeds. I have most 

commonly used the following suppliers: 

�North American Rock Garden Society Seed Exchange, world seeds from member 

donors, mostly of interest to rock gardeners. NARGS 

�American Penstemon Society Seed Exchange APS, 

�Eriogonum Society Home Page 

There are many other plant society exchanges where seed of ‘impossible to find’ species 

and selected forms can be found, such as iris, sedum, primula and cactus. 

�Alan Bradshaw’s Alplains website offers mostly natives of Western North America.  

�Mojmir Pavelka lists seed of rock-garden-size species from the Eastern Hemisphere. 

Pavelka Alpines 

�Steve Brack’s Mesa Garden website is amazing with a huge offering of cactus and 

succulent seed. Finding the cold hardy species will take some study. 
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Seed Germination Mixes 

After securing a good assortment of seeds, the next step is preparation of a sowing 

medium for the germination and early growth of seedlings. Formulas abound in the 

literature and none of them are surefire. 

In his book, ‘The Propagation of Alpines’ London 1959, Lawrence D. Hills writes on the 

growing of lewisia from seed “The following mixture has been found the best by a number 

of growers: two parts loam, and one part each of leafmould, sharp sand, crushed tufa and 

crushed pot, the size of a particle of at least two ingredients should be almost that of 

turnip seed.” The use of such a mix is completely outdated. I have heard of no one 

attempting to germinate seeds in such an unlikely mix of highly variable components. 

With the addition of water, it seems to be a recipe for mortar. I mention the mix only as 

evidence that almost any suggested concoction can grow plants from seed when given good 

care – imagine how many thousands of seedlings successfully started life in Hills’ improb-

able mixture. Some formulations are certainly more prone to failure than others and some 

more consistently produce healthy seedlings. 

Perlite and Sphagnum Peat 

I will present other options for mediums, sowing techniques and containers later on but, 

for now, I will explain how I go about the process of preparing pots for sowing. Over the 

years, I have created a different germinating mix most every year, always searching for that 

elusive magic. Light and airy always works best. Over priced commercial mixes like Jiffy 

Seed Starting Mix are finely milled, not coarse enough for my liking. I prefer the longer 

fibers found in most bales of peat moss as a major component in the simple mix I 

currently employ. I rub it through a wooden frame with quarter inch hardware cloth 

fastened over it. While larger, tough lumps found in many bags of peat moss are great for 

aeration, when the roots of two seedlings share a lump, one or both will be damaged 

during transplanting. Without a coarse screen, you must hand pick any larger clumps 

from a bag of peat moss. Commercial mixes are uniformly fine. 

My second component is perlite. I hate perlite. It is lightweight and floats to the top of a 

mix during heavy watering. I prefer pumice in a similar size particle since it doesn’t float 

but it isn’t nearly as available or inexpensive as perlite. I save my pumice for greenhouse 

cactus and succulent soil mixes. Vermiculite holds far too much water and loses its 

expanded structure too readily. Sand and pea gravel are disastrous. So, perlite it is. I buy it 

by the four cubic foot bag. 

I mix the perlite with peat one to one, producing a well drained, well aerated medium. To 

a good batch of this I dust a teaspoon of powdered limestone as a minor nutrient. It is not 
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a necessary additive since our culinary water is sufficiently alkaline and with enough 

calcium and other minor nutrients to help start the seedlings and to prevent runaway 

acidity from the peat. The mix should be slightly moist, enough so that the perlite doesn’t 

easily separate from the peat when handling. 

Unless I want many seedlings, more than a dozen per pot, I sow to smaller 2 ½ inch 

square plastic pots because they take up little room - I sow many pots each year. When I 

want more seedlings, I use 3 ½ or 4 inch square pots, a size I would recommend to the 

reader as a basic size for even a few seedlings. Deeper is better. 

The Evil, Perched Water Table 

In the accompanying diagram, there is a tall and a short pot, each containing the same 

potting mix. The mix has been saturated with water 

and drained for a day. At the bottom, in light blue, 

can be seen what is commonly called a ‘perched 

water table.’ Depending on the exact nature of the 

mix, the level of water remaining after draining is 

constant for any depth pot. It marks the level at 

which the capillary and adhesive pull of the 

medium equals the downward pull of gravity. The 

water can drain no further. 

Unless a pot holds a vigorous plant with a good demand for water, a long standing 

‘perched water table’ prevents aeration in the waterlogged part of the medium, a condi-

tion harmful or fatal to delicate seedling roots. It is clear from the diagram that the taller 

pot has proportionately more aerated medium than the shorter pot. 

A second advantage of the deeper pot is that more medium obviously holds more water, 

allowing the grower to take longer absences from seedling care. Thirdly, seedling roots 

often race to the bottom of the pot where they grow round and round, getting tangled and 

difficult to separate without damage when later transplanting to individual pots. A taller 

pot allows for longer roots before the bottom is reached. My 2 ½ inch pots are 3 ½ inches 

tall. Choose taller pots whenever you can. Tall pots can be found at 

Greenhouse Megastore where smaller quantities are sold to hobbyists. In particular, deep, 

3.5 or 4 inch injection molded seed pots would work great at 30 to 40 cents each in ten 

packs. You might have some lying around. 

Filling Pots with Medium 

At this point, we have a mix and suitable pots. Again, the germination medium should be 
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slightly moistened. I fill my pots with the mix until humped full, gently tap the pot on my 

open palm for a little settling and use my hand to swipe the mix level with the top. A 

wooden block presses the surface just enough for a little smoothing and dropping the level 

below the pot rim. The back of a teaspoon works well for lightly smoothing the medium 

even. I use words like ‘gently’ because you must avoid over-compressing the mix, reducing 

its ability to maintain good aeration. Having a mix that is only slightly moistened also 

helps prevent too much compression. 

How to Beat the Fungus 

Now you have an array of pots, filled and ready to sprinkle with seeds, right? No. Recall 

that one of the great frustrations of growing from seeds is sudden death by one of the 

‘damping off’ fungi which attack the delicate newbies near the medium surface. They 

topple over, doomed and disappointing. Fungal spores are everywhere, floating through 

the air along with bacteria and the dander from your head, but most are harmless. Short 

of creating a sterile laboratory, there is no way you will completely eliminate all microor-

ganisms from your germination mix. You can be reasonably assured that a commercial 

seed starting mix is free from damping off fungi. The maker’s reputation is at stake. New 

or clean plastic pots are a must. 

You can greatly reduce the probability of introducing one of the damping off fungi into a 

home formulated mix or a commercial mix of dubious character. I am one of many 

amateur growers who have adopted the boiling water sterilization technique and I rarely 

experience damping off, mostly when I skip the sterilization. You can invent your own way 

of doing it but I start with a thick pad of newspapers in a water-holding tray. I like to have 

the papers arranged so that they ‘climb’ the sides of the tray somewhat, to evaporate some 

moisture later on. On the papers, I make a tight array of filled pots and then boil a large 

pot of water. You might consider adding a water soluble fertilizer at 1/16th strength to 

provide seedlings with starter nutrients. If you use a large Pyrex measuring cup to pour 

boiling water over a pot, the mix will churn and most of the perlite from an inch or more 

into the pot will float to the surface, ruining the uniformity. You can lay a tablespoon on 

the surface of the mix and pour the water into it to flow more gently into the mix. You 

will want to develop your pouring skill to completely wet the upper portion of each pot 

with the sterilizing water as well. Apply the water to the mix until it runs from the bottom 

of each pot. To be certain of thorough wetting, it helps if the mix is slightly moistened 

beforehand. Too moist and it will reduce the sterilizing temperature. 

If you are doing it right, water will accumulate in the tray and, after all pots are sterilized, 

that water should be removed with a kitchen baster. You don’t want it sucking back up 
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through the bottom later on. The tray is then set aside to cool and rest with a single sheet 

of newspaper placed over the top to reduce the chance introduction of damping off 

spores. After a day or two, the pots should be ‘mellowed’ enough for sowing seeds.  

Remixing 

Although a tablespoon reduces the churning of components during sterilization, clearly 

there are more bits of perlite on the surface afterwards than there should be. To ensure 

the capillary continuity of a uniform 

medium, the upper part must be remixed. 

This is quickly accomplished with something 

like my four-tine table fork which has had the 

two inner tines removed. Once assured that 

the mix is uniform, the surface is leveled 

again with block or teaspoon, firming just 

enough so that you are pretty sure the potting 

medium has uniform density throughout. 

The pot is ready for sowing. 

The boiling water technique prevents a 

common problem. Peat can be very difficult 

to wet when dry. If you apply cool water, it 

can find a path to run out the bottom of a pot but leave most of the medium dry. Because 

the surface tension of very hot water is so low, it wets the medium efficiently. One widely 

advised suggestion for completely wetting pots after sowing is to stand them in water and 

allow capillary action to bring water to the surface. Wetting in that way can take forever if 

the mix is a little too dry. Commercial seed starting mixes ordinarily include wetting 

agents which speed the process. If you trust in the sterility of the mix and do not want to 

use the boiling water method, this is the way to ensure the it is moist enough for germina-

tion and initial growth. After many years, I almost exclusively use boiling water to wet my 

pots. 

Give the Seeds Their Needs 

One can find sowing advice online for all sorts of individual species. Mr. Bradshaw 

includes germination advice for each species he lists and there is a general discussion of 

treatments for groups of genera: Alplains. Tom Clothier’s website has some lengthy 

databases for germination of annuals, perennials, or trees and shrubs and articles about 

seeds and seed starting: Tom Clothier's Garden Walk and Talk. There is a good dictionary 
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of species epithets listed, too. Just click on a ‘green thumb.’ The Ontario Rock Garden 

Society  has a huge Germination Database. 

Finally...Sowing the Seeds 

Advice is often given to tap seeds from a packet into a seed pot but I end up with clusters 

of seeds and vacant spots and then must rearrange with tweezers afterwards. I often dump 

seed into the palm of my hand and place them one by one. Tweezers could be fatal or 

impossible to use for the tiniest of seeds like the ‘dust’ of Campanula myrtifolia, so I use a 

5/0 Round artist brush, a tiny, fine pointed one, to pick them up. For the brush to work 

well, the surface of the medium should be sprayed beforehand with water. Make the brush 

slightly moist drawing it over a moistened paper towel. The tip can be touched to a seed 

and will pick it up readily. Care should be taken to keep the brush less moist than the 

medium so that when the seed is applied to the surface, the medium will ‘take’ the seed 

from the brush. Seed can be placed in this way rapidly, much more efficiently than with 

tweezers. Try it with medium (quinoa size) seeds that might be so hard and smooth they 

shoot from the grip of tweezers on the way into the pot. The tiniest seeds are never 

covered. 

Avoid sowing too many seeds into your pot. You might think that it is good insurance to 

sow many and that you can easily thin them later should the pot become crowded. By the 

time you notice the crowding, the new plants are already stretching for space and can flop 

at the first touch. Some types are easier to thin while others are so well anchored soon 

after germinating that pulling on a single seedling can bring up a clump of them. I know, I 

am a practiced over-sower. One prevention is to place the seed individually – you will be 

aware of the spacing as you go about placement and most people will naturally count 

them, too. 

Small seed will wash into one corner of the pot or even be splashed out by heavy watering 

or raindrops, so a somewhat roughened surface is helpful and a plastic bag advisable. As a 

rule, tiny seeds should be surface sown while large seeds would obviously require planting 

at good depth. Alan Bradshaw overstates the advice to surface sow. If a seed requires light 

to germinate, a thin cover of Jiffy Mix will still pass light, especially when wet. Think of 

how light passes more freely through a wetted brown paper bag. Most advice about the 

strict germination requirement of light or rarely of darkness is found on the Internet in 

databases and articles and from purveyors of seeds – they want you to be successful. 
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The Way of  the Root 

There is a problem that often arises when sowing on the surface. I recently found it 

mentioned in the Lawrence Hills book where he wrote of sowing lewisia seeds which 

require light to germinate: “The seeds move in the soil and work up to the surface from 

the downward thrust of the root into the open mixture, so, as they begin to germinate, a 

further coating of seed soil should be given...” I am familiar with this common problem. 

Eriogonum and astragalus seedlings frequently behave this way and I have many times 

poked a hole into the medium near a germinating seed and directed an erratic root into 

deeper soil. 

If the medium is sprayed with water, component particles will sort and settle to tighten up 

the surface, making it more difficult for the roots of surface sown seed to penetrate. One 

obvious way to avoid the problem of wayward roots is to cover them several times their 

thickness with additional mix before spraying. For seeds that do require light, too much 

cover will prevent germination. I have a little trick I employ if the surface of the mix will 

not be unduly disturbed by additional watering until germination. After thoroughly 

spraying the surface of the medium, I arrange the seeds, e.g. light-requiring lewisia, onto 

the surface. I hold the pot beneath my big handy magnifier, with its bright fluorescent 

lamp, and press each seed with the tip of a pencil into its own little hole about an eighth 

inch deep or a little less if the seed is smaller. The hole might close up a little. No matter, 

light will reach the seed and the root should be able to penetrate the medium now with 

something ‘at its back.’ When surface sowing, seed is covered with a thin layer of mix. 

Something finer like the Jiffy Seed Starting Mix is best and can be applied more evenly if 

completely dry. I spray to settle and wet the covering which makes it more cohesive and, 

beneficially, a little resistant to the germinating seed. I use my magnifier again to press 

down any seeds which might have resurfaced during the spraying, always considering the 

possibility of wayward roots. 

Cold Stratification 

Nearly all penstemons require a cool, moist period between 32°F and 40°F for 6 to 12 

weeks before germination will occur. There are numerous other species requiring this ‘cold 

stratification’ treatment. Seeds can be sown into a pot in the fall, the pot covered with a 

plastic bag and then placed on the north side of a house or other location where sun will 

not overheat the little ‘greenhouse.’ They should also have the protection of something 

like an old storm door glass lean-to so that the bags are not collapsed into the pots by rain 

and snow, crushing any seedlings which may have germinated. A carport or patio cover 

would serve similarly. 
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Pots without plastic bag protection should have a supported old window screen placed 

over them to break large raindrops which can easily splash seed out of the pot. Or they too 

might be placed under a patio covering, though unbagged pots might dry out. Stratifica-

tion requires a moist environment. Although I make the warning, any of my own seed pots 

which have not germinated in spring are simply left exposed to open air and raindrops 

year to year until they either produce seedlings or are thrown out. 

My own approach to stratification is to place trays of pots into my shed (one side attached 

to a greenhouse) for the colder part of the winter, watering by spraying if necessary, and 

then move them all to a coldframe which is in shade for most of winter. 

Much of the winter and early spring, the temperature will be in the proper stratifying 

range, hopefully adding up to the required number of weeks by mid spring. Alternatively, 

you can guarantee the temperature range by employing the family refrigerator as described 

in this article: Prairie Moon (dampened paper towels in folded sandwich baggies work very 

well). Be forewarned that some species can germinate at refrigerator temperature. To 

increase the certainty of achieving the required number of weeks of stratification tempera-

tures, I use the refrigerator method with penstemon seed for four weeks, sow the seeds as 

usual and then place the pots outdoors for additional stratification. I do do not leave 

them in the refrigerator for a longer stay because some penstemon seeds inevitably begin 

to germinate at five weeks. 

Fluff 

The freeze-thaw cycle will occur again and again in your outdoor seed pots, all through the 

cold months. Ice crystals form at the surface and lift and expand the medium repeatedly 

until it becomes fluffy. The capillary continuity of the medium is broken, water can no 

longer move upward to moisten the surface. Seed contact with the particles of the mix 

becomes less intimate. If exposed to open air, the ‘fluff’ dries quickly and seeds will not 

germinate. In late spring, when you notice this has happened, you should firm the surface 

again with a block or spoon or, if seeds have begun to germinate, spray forcefully with 

water to settle the medium again. Some seeds might need pushing below the surface. 

The Prairie Moon article describes other often required techniques such as scarification, a 

wearing through the impermeable seed coat to allow absorption of water. I use sandpaper 

to abrade any astragalus seed that I sow. 

When in doubt... 

There is a lot of conflicting information in books and online for specific germination 

requirements. The database of beloved but now defunct Rocky Mountain Rare Plants 
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suggests 70°F for all listed fleabanes 

while Alan Bradshaw’s catalog is 

mixed, suggesting weeks of stratifica-

tion for many. While we can generalize 

treatments for groups of species, each 

has evolved to germinate seed within 

particular environmental conditions. 

Even distinct populations may require 

different treatments. Likewise, seed 

lots of different age can exhibit 

differences. Fresh seed of Asclepias 

tuberosa can be a bear to germinate 

but, given a couple years on a shelf, it 

will germinate fast. Penstemon seed is 

often more obliging the older it gets. 

For anything that doesn’t absolutely 

require stratification or for those with 

unknown requirements, I prefer a 

natural approach, placing sown seed pots outdoors in late winter to early spring and 

allowing the seeds to germinate when the temperature is right. There are relatively fewer 

hardy species, e.g. the grass, Ring Muhly, Muhlenbergia torreyi, which are best germinated 

with good warmth because in nature they do so in late summer. Such species are the rare 

exception. Since my low temperature on a clear night averages ten degrees less than the 

official temperature at the Salt Lake International Airport, prematurely germinated 

seedlings in my pots outdoors might be killed by late, hard frosts. Two years ago, I 

experienced a low of 15°F at the end of the third week of March. That is why I germinate 

the majority of pots in a partly shaded coldframe, the lid propped high most of the time 

but closed tightly on the coldest nights. Elsewhere in the Salt Lake Valley, the risk of loss 

to low temperatures is not so great. If you do fear damage from a late, hard frost and have 

no coldframe, you simply bring your germinated pots into a shed or garage for those 

exceptional nights. In general, species which germinate earliest are also most resistant to 

such frosts. Other seeds have the good sense to wait until the weather settles down. 

Protect from Disturbance 

Clear plastic bags are protective until the seedlings get roots deeply enough into the 

medium to prevent them becoming dislodged by rain or birds. The high humidity allows 

Proper treatment is important. The difference 

between seed which has been scarified (abraded by 

sandpaper here) and seed untreated. Clearly, the 

pot on the left was greatly over-sown, forcing 

heavy thinning. 
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us to leave them unattended for days. I just fold the open end under the bottom of the pot 

to seal – keep slugs out. The bags should be removed soon after seedlings are able to 

handle drier air or they will grow spindly. This is best done over several days, introducing 

the seedlings slowly to our dry desert air by first clipping a corner of the bag and then 

clipping a second corner a day or so later. If the pot is outdoors, try avoiding one of those 

periods of dry south winds for the introduction. 

What if your seeds fail to germinate? This is a common problem for people who try 

growing native, rare or unusual species from seeds. It is partly the reason that many of 

those species are not available from nurseries. Commercial growers like the predictability 

of the easy germinators. If no seeds germinate in a pot, save it to place in open shade in 

the fall where it will be subject to all of the weather of fall, winter and spring. I have 

waited up to four years to suddenly find an old pot crowded with seedlings. It is likely that 

some of your seed will never germinate – some might be dead from the start, other no-

shows remain a mystery. I have never been able to get Sisyrinchium arizonicum to germinate. 

Eventually, you take the top inch off the pot and scratch it onto a single spot in your 

garden, cross your fingers and watch for seedlings. Because successes outnumber failures, 

having some no-shows is an acceptable risk. 

Germinating Seeds Under Lights 

You may be tempted to grow your plants under fluorescent lights or on a windowsill and 

spare the seedlings the hardships of life outdoors. While it is possible to grow good plants 

this way, success is uncommon, the transition to outdoors extremely difficult. For starters, 

damping off fungus grows luxuriantly at room temperature. The light intensity under 

fluorescent lights is just a tenth of natural sunlight. The light in a south facing window 

might be fine but the humidity is so low that seedlings can dry out quickly, always while 

you aren't watching. 

Most people who do attempt to grow hardy plants from seed do so indoors. It is no 

wonder to me that they become discouraged. Indoor plants tend to grow spindly, 

completely unprepared for introduction to intense sunlight, dry winds and cold nights. 

Transplanting from a group seedling pot indoors to individual pots outdoors is seldom 

successful. If you must grow indoors, introduce your plants to outdoor conditions very 

slowly while still in the group seed pot. Even after one hour in mid day sun, most plants 

grown under lights will burn. The initial exposure should be to open shade. If you succeed 

in the transition without obvious damage, the seedlings might still be set back in growth 

for a week. 
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A Tough Beginning is the Best Beginning 

Seedlings germinated outdoors, and exposed to much of the wild weather and genuine 

sunlight, will transplant to individual pots with little setback. They are less likely to be 

damaged during handling than soft, indoor grown seedlings. Any seed pots germinated in 

a shaded location should be gradually exposed to increasing sunlight prior to moving on 

to individual pots. 

When there are two, four or six pair of new leaves, I transplant seedlings into individual 2 

½ inch pots for growing through summer. Waiting until the mix is no longer wet but not 

quite dry makes the process far easier and less harmful to roots. And don’t try removing 

any more of the clinging mix from the roots than necessary. Care must be taken to avoid 

damaging the roots of a seedling during transplanting. At the end of the season, they will 

be tougher, but very young seedlings have delicate roots and rough handling during 

potting will result in losses. I do this by carefully dumping the contents of the seed pot 

into my hand and gently wriggling my fingers through the roots to separate seedlings. 

I want the new potting mix to be nearly dry – just enough moisture to prevent the peat 

and perlite from separating. 

Moving the Seedlings On 

What I do next depends on how developed the seedling is when potting. I hold a robust 

seedling by a cotyledon, if possible, in an empty pot so that the junction of root and stem 

is level with the top. Sometimes I first stretch a finger down to help spread roots. Then I 

drop handfuls of mix around the roots until the pot is full. Still holding the seedling, I 

spray water where seedling meets soil to settle mix around the roots. Another pinch or two 

of mix might be added for support. Pouring water over the surface of the mix until it runs 

out the bottom gently settles the remainder of the medium against the roots. Hopefully, 

the process leaves a head space for subsequent waterings. Don’t press the medium against 

the seedling or the root might be damaged. For delicate seedlings or very small ones, I use 

a table knife, stabbing into the center of a filled-to-top pot and lifting left, stabbing again 

and lifting right so that a loosened hole is made just large enough to easily accommodate 

the roots. This is better than jamming a dibble stick into the medium and compressing it, 

something I did for thirty years until I wised up. A small seedling is held over the hole and 

with forefinger and thumb, medium is pulled gently toward the roots so that it becomes 

just held in place, not pressed firmly at all. Then I proceed as I did with the robust 

seedling, spraying to settle medium against the roots and watering in to settle the contents 

of the pot. No damage. Years ago, I would press the medium against the roots of the 
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seedling but, however gently you might try, sharp particles like perlite can macerate fine 

roots, damaging function and opening them to fungal infection. Sounds like medical 

school, doesn’t it? 

Growing the Little Fellas Through Summer 

What sort of potting mix is best for growing your seedlings on through summer? For 

people like myself who have tried nearly every possible combination of every usable 

ingredient, that question remains unanswered. Like Hills’ ‘mortar mix,’ nearly any 

concoction can grow plants with care. As with the germination mix, light and airy is 

always best. You want a mix that drains quickly, leaving spaces for aeration but one that 

holds enough water to keep the plants alive should you miss a watering. You want a mix 

that allows a plant to survive when the neighbor kid you hire waters them enough to grow 

cattails. And for when it rains for days in a row. 

Since I have summered many plants in the 50/50, peat/perlite mix, that’s a good place to 

start, though the peat should be increased to 60 to 70% for those mesic species, less 

abhorrent of wetness. If you choose to use a commercial potting mix, do cut it heavily with 

perlite, but never sand or pea gravel. I have used a ‘mulch’ of pea gravel or large particle 

pumice on the surface after transplanting to cut down evaporation and keep the surface 

cooler when using a 50/50 mix. I’ve raised hundreds of seedlings that way. The mulch 

works well, but by preventing surface evaporation can leave the mix very wet during a 

series of cloudy, rainy days. A half inch mulch prevents perlite from floating to the surface. 

Potting mixes with shredded bark or compost as an ingredient are far more prone to 

damping off fungus than peat, though strong growing transplants are less vulnerable than 

newly germinated seedlings. 

The Long Hot Summer 

The seedlings should be transplanted into pots in May or very earliest June before the 

serious heat begins. Robust seedlings can go straight into the garden if they will be well 

watered until established. Late spring south winds can be dreadfully dry and hot and the 

sun is climbing towards its zenith, making shade harder to find. Trays of recent transplants 

should sit indoors for a day before placing outdoors in open shade or the dappled shade 

of a tree for some days. Then they should go under shade cloth (40-50%) or remain in 

open or dappled shade as long as they will receive some hard sunlight to prepare them for 

fall planting to the open garden. I have recently used easy to find white frost cloth 

sandwiched between two mesh plastic trays to provide an environment free of wind and 

tempered of sunlight for the transplant transition period. Works wonderfully. 
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One of the frustrations I listed above is 

that seedlings can easily die over summer. 

Life in a little pot under intense sunlight, 

ninety-five degree temperature and a 

desiccating low humidity can be pure hell. 

One of the most important things you 

can do for a potted plant is to shade the 

side of the pot from direct sunlight. This 

is especially important during late 

afternoon when the sun, at low angle, can 

raise the soil temperature of a black pot to 

near 130°F, a biologically unsustainable 

level of heat for roots. I provide all sorts 

of shading for the sides of pots – blocks of 

wood, pieces cut from election signs 

(corrugated plastic), bricks … whatever 

does the job. 130°F is ten degrees hotter 

than the temperature of hot water from 

most household taps. Stacked and in the 

open, empty press-fit pots, the sort that I 

use, can melt and become deformed 

under our searing Intermountain 

sunlight. Yikes! 

I grow my plants through summer under 

shade cloth. The dappled shade beneath a 

tree is even better since the tree is always 

cooling itself by evaporative transpiration 

and moderates the temperature beneath it. 

Even so, many species suffer greatly in the heat of summer and some will die. If pots of a 

species are showing signs of exceptional distress, they should quickly be moved to a shade 

location. Once you get your seedlings into the month of September, the descending angle 

of the sun, shorter days and lower temperatures combine to reduce plant stress. But 

planting into the garden is best left to the final days of September and the month of 

October. In recent years, midsummer temperatures have persisted into the third week of 

September. In a good year and a milder location than my own, planting into early 

November is still possible. 

Easy Frost-Cloth Protection of New 

Transplants Using Mesh Trays 
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When You Are Away 

Perhaps the most relevant obstacle to your propagating success is the problem of finding a 

caretaker for your seedlings during an absence. The average home grower will not have 

hundreds of pots to tend and a few well-watered trays can be relocated into shade over a 

long weekend, preferably on the lee side of a windbreak. A couple days of hot, dry south 

wind in June can remove every molecule of water from a pot. 

Long absences require a trusted caretaker. Your good friend or a hired youngster, if they 

don’t forget completely, will naturally over-water your plants, and they should. That is one 

reason it is so important to use a fast draining potting medium that becomes well aerated 

right after watering. 

It is discouraging to baby plants through summer and then, during several busy days, have 

them die from a missed watering. Small pots can dry out quickly, especially when seedlings 

are becoming larger. 

A ‘Novel’ Approach 

Is there an easy solution to this major problem of seedling care when you are away? 

Noticing that seedlings of smaller species, left in their germination pots, often make it 

through summer better than those transplanted to individual pots, Tony has begun toying 

with sowing to larger pots and avoiding the transplanting altogether. My own experience is 

similar but I give away plants left and right and have avoided community pots for that 

reason. 

The average gardener might find large pots advantageous for seed propagation. Large pots 

dry out less quickly than smaller pots, but that is also a reason they are advised against as 

containers for germination. The objection is partly solved by using a rapid draining 

medium. Roots are adapted to a comfortable life below the earth’s surface and, just as 

ground temperature changes less than surface objects, there is less fluctuation in a larger 

pot than a smaller. 

I am thinking of a size like the deep, five inch square plastic pots, up to gallon size nursery 

pots, where seed is directly sown and there is no transplanting to individual pots. That 

would eliminate losses from transplanting. Seedlings would simply be thinned to avoid 

excessive crowding. Alternatively, seedlings might be transplanted to the larger containers 

from smaller germination pots.  

Former Wasatch Rock Garden Society President, David Joyner used very large plastic 

containers to grow a variety of seedlings, hoping to avoid having them go dry during 

absences. However, different species grow at different rates making mixed species contain-
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ers impractical and a very large container is unwieldy and cannot be tipped out for 

planting. Once large pots are dumped out and seedlings separated in the fall, they are 

planted directly into the garden. Any plants left over can be potted individually as gifts or 

to keep through winter. Good size pots can be shuffled around the garden, into more 

shade during high summer heat and when you are away, back into full sun during the cool 

days of October. Again, I recommend shading the side of any pot from low angle sunlight. 

Quick Wick Fix 

Care must be taken to avoid continuous over-watering since there will be a large volume of 

growing medium relative to the small, new seedlings. The perched water table problem I 

discussed earlier can be mostly eliminated by using acrylic yarn ‘wicks.’ One or more wicks 

should be inserted before filling the pot, partly inside the pot, out through one drainage 

hole, into an opposite hole and back into the pot. Placed upon concrete, weed barrier or 

soil (messy), the wick provides a capillary continuity to drain the excess water but is not 

fine enough to steal the rest of the pot’s moisture. 

Neither Tony nor I have sown or transplanted to such large, single species pots in the past. 

Our experiences to this point have been limited to medium pots, though I have been 

sowing the little Townsendia species to larger, deep pots and planting out a year later in 

spring. They winter well when the pots are left alone, exposed to rain and snow in open 

shade. We will certainly be experimenting this coming season with the larger pots for a 

variety of species. 

The Bottom Line 

Lastly, I want to reiterate: All of this 

information I have presented is just a look 

at my way of growing plants from seeds. 

There are many, many people who 

propagate more successfully than I do. 

That doesn’t slow me down. Even one 

success should be enough to keep you 

trying. 

 

You have my email address. I am open to 

questions and discussion. 

 


